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Abstract 
This thesis generalizes the result by Lawson and Simons [16] on second variation 
of cycles in spheres and CP" to compact symmetric orbits, and in particular we 
give a uni form treatment to all projective spaces in simple Jordan algebra. 
In the seventies, Lawson and Simons proved that in CP", stabi l i ty of a cycle 
under holomorphic flows is a necessary and sufficient condit ion for the cycle to 
be complex. In particular a connected stable submanifold in CP" is complex, 
and hence automatical ly has absolute min imum volume among all cycles in its 
homology class due to calibration theory. This is excit ing because stabi l i ty is 
a variat ional condition of second order, which is in general much weaker than 
absolute minimali ty. Moreover, Lawson and Simons proves that a cycle in 
can never be stable, unless i t is a point or S"^ itself. Hence stabi l i ty also implies 
absolute minimal i ty of volume in the case of sphere. 
Their result deserves great attention because i t characterizes algebraic cycles 
in CP' ' : Combining w i th the theorem by Harvey and Shiffman [9] which states 
that a cycle in CP" is complex if and only i f i t is algebraic, i t follows that stabi l i ty 
under holomorphic flows in CP" characterizes algebraic cycles. This may help to 
search for algebraic cycles in a projective manifold M, by means of holomorphic 
flows in CP"' to at ta in stability. The famous Hodge conjecture asserts that we can 
always find a rat ional algebraic cycle in every rat ional (p,p)-class in a projective 
manifold M C C P " 
The discovery exhibits a similar i ty between conformal geometry and complex 
geometry. We show that this is not simply a coincidence: By regarding the 
seemingly unrelated S爪 and (CP几 as two classes of projective space embedded in 
a simple Jordan algebra, we discover that the above interesting phenomenon of 
stabi l i ty is shared by other classes of projective spaces as well, namely HP"' and 
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• p 2 . We hope that our approach may be helpful to generalize other interesting 
results in complex geometry to quaternion and octonion geometry, and to provide 
an insight on the similar i ty between conformal and complex geometry. 
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摘 要 
本論文將L a w s o n和S i m o n s在球面及複射影空間中關於閉鏈第二變分的結果 
推廣到緊致對稱軌道中。特別地，我們給出了處理所有嵌入在單J o r d a n代數 
裡的射影空間的一般方法。 
七十年代，Lawson和Simons証明了在CP"中，閉鏈在全純流作用下的穩 
定性是其作為複閉鏈的充分必要條件。因此在C P "中，連通穩定子空間必然 
是複的，再由Ca l ib ra t i on理論得知，它的體積在其同調類中達到絕對極小。 
這個結論振奮人心，因為一般來說，穩定性作為二階變分條件要比絕對極小性 
要弱得多。另外， L a w s o n 和 S i m o n s 証明了在中，除單點和自身外的 
閉鏈皆不穩定。因此，球面也具備穩定推出絕對極小的特性。 
這個結果的重要性在於對代數閉鏈的刻畫。H a r v e y和S h i f f m a n [ 9 ]指 
出，CP"中的複閉鏈必然是代數閉鏈。結合以上定理，在CP71中全純流作用 
下的穩定性刻畫了代數閉鏈。因此我們可以嘗試用全純流作用到閉鏈上以得到 
穩定性，進而找到代數閉鏈。著名的H o d g e猜想指出，在射影流形M C CP" 
中，每個有理09，ri-類中總存在有理代數閉鏈。 
這個發現體現了共形幾何及複幾何的相似性。我們証明了這並不只是巧 
合：通過把表面互不相關的S m和C P n看作為嵌在單 J o r d a n代數裡的兩類射 
影空間，我們發現了其它射影空間，諸如H P "和O P 2也同樣具有上述穩定性 
的現象。我們希望，這種看法有助將複幾何其它有趣的結果推廣到四元幾何和 
八元幾何，並揭示共形幾何與複幾何之間相似性的背後原因。 
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Introduction 
Complex geometry is a very rich subject. Some of its beautiful theorems have 
natural generalizations to quaternion geometry, or even octonion geometry. This 
thesis gives one such generalization of a result of Lawson and Simons [16] which 
says the average second variation of any submanifold in CP打 is negative unless i t 
is a complex submanifold. In particular, any stable minimal submanifold in CP" 
is a complex submanifold. In the same paper, Lawson and Simons also prove a 
similar result for the conformal geometry of 
Surprisingly, all these seemingly very different kinds of geometries can be 
treated in a uniform manner. To see i t , we recall that for any normed algebra 
A G {]R,C,IHI,0}, its projective space AP" can be identified as the subset of all 
rank one projections in the space {)„+i(A) of ( n + 1) x (n + 1) Hermit ian matrices 
over A. These l)n+i(A) are simple formally real Jordan algebras. When A 二 • 
is non-associative, we can only take n < 2. From the classification result [13], 
there is one more family of simple Jordan algebra which corresponds to A = 
and n = 1. In this case, AP i is the standard sphere Our main result is the 
following: 
Main Theorem; For any Jordan algebra ()„+i(A) w i th A = E, C, 
e , O or {n = 2 for A = • and n = 1 for A = W^), let AP" be 
the subset of all rank one projections automatically sit t ing inside the 
affine space of all hermitian matrices of trace one. For any 
rectifiable current S of dimension p in AP"，the average over 二+i(A) 
7 
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of second var iat ion is given by 
-p{m 一 p)M(S) < 0 
for A = IR饥’ where M ( 5 ' ) is the mass of S, and 
石丨丨幻丨2) 
for A = M, C, H , O, where Sx denotes the un i t simple vector represent-
ing the oriented tangent space of S at x, and {J；, I E 1 , . . .，A} is an 
or thonormal basis of the vector space spanned by al l l inear complex 
structures of AP'^ at x , which acts on Sx as derivation. 
In par t icu lar , in S饥,S is unstable unless i t is 0 or m-dimensional ; In 
C P " , S is unstable unless i t is complex; In H P " , S is unstable unless 
i t is quaternionic; In OP^, S is unstable unless i t is octonionic. 
As a consequence, we have recovered the results of Lawson and Simons in the 
complex and conformal cases when A equals to C and M"^. On the one hand, we 
have generalized their results for si ibmanifolds in CP" to H P " and OP^； On the 
other hand, our approach also unifies the conformal case w i t h the others. 
We f irst give some mot ivat ion f rom the general theory of m in ima l cycles and 
the Hodge conjecture. Then in Chapter 3 we deduce the second var iat ion formula 
for compact symmetr ic orb i t , and apply i t to the project ive spaces to achieve our 
ma in theorem. 
Chapter 1 
In search of minimal cycles 
1.1 What do we mean by cycles? 
The te rm 'cycle', which means oriented subspace wi thout boundary in a given 
manifo ld, is formulated in different ways for different purposes: For topologists, 
i t usually refers to a singular cycle S, which is a formal finite sum of maps f rom a 
simplex to the given topological manifold, such that the sum has zero boundary. 
For algebraic geometers, i t may refer to an algebraic cycle, which is a formal f inite 
sum of algebraic subvarieties in a projective manifold. 
I n this thesis, we are interested in the geometric aspect of cycles, especially 
their var iat ional behaviour in volume. For this purpose, topological cycles are too 
w i ld for geometric analysis: They can be extremely singular and most analyt ical 
tools fai l to handle them! On the other hand, algebraic cycles are too rigid: A 
sl ight deformat ion destroys their algebraic structures. Therefore this is not a 
suitable sett ing for variat ional problems. In fact we do not even know if there 
are suff iciently many algebraic cycles for the interplay between geometry and 
topology: Hodge proposed a positive answer for project ive manifolds (Hodge 
Conjecture in Section 2.3)，but no one can give a proof nor a counterexample. 
For dif ferential geometers i t is tempt ing to define cycles as closed submani-
9 
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folds. However regularity problems arise: Singularities appear when a subman-
ifold is deformed, and hence i t is no longer smooth. W i t h these considerations 
in mind, we would like to formulate our cycles as closed rectifiable currents in a 
compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M . This is a basic not ion provided 
by geometric measure theory [5]. They are sum of oriented submanifolds w i th 
singularities of measure zero such that the total volume is finite, which maybe 
viewed as functionals on the space of differential forms through integration. The 
fol lowing serves as a brief introduction. 
1.2 Integral currents 
Let ( M , g) be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n. The 
metr ic g induces a Hausdorff p-measure JifP on M, and hence we can carry out 
integrat ion of a funct ion along a measurable set of Hausdorff dimension p. We 
wi l l only need 0 < p < n to be an integer. 
Denote the space of smooth p-forms rj : M 八 以 w i t h complex coeffi-
cients by QP. The chain complex 
gives us the de-Rham cohomology := ker(dP)/Im (d^"^). 
The norm ||77||oo, called the comass of 77, is defined by sup 77(f)，where the 
supremum is taken over all uni t simple p-vectors ^ at any point of M. As a 
standard procedure we get the dual norm 
Halloo sup •⑷ I 
N|oo = l 
for the linear functionals S : ^ C. The dual space % consists of those linear 
functionals S w i th ||5||oo < 00. We would like to work w i th ^p because i t is 
complete as a metr ic space, and hence suitable for variational approach of study. 
Each element in 為 is called a current in M. 
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Let be the adjoint of d : Qp—i — Qp, tha t is, {dS)(cj) := S{du). 
dS is called the boundary of S. When dS = Q、S is said to be closed. 
A rectif iable p-set S is, up to a set of measure zero, a countable union of 
p-dimensional C^-si ibmanifolds w i t h finite J^^-measme. Approx imate tangent 
plane Sx is defined at almost every point x of S. S is said to be oriented i f a 
measurable or ientat ion ^ : S TM is chosen, such tha t ^(a;) is a un i t simple 
7?"vector representing So： for almost every x, that is, ^(a;) = ei A . . . A Cp for some 
or thonormal basis {ei，...，Cpj of Sx- As usual ^(a:) and S^ are identif ied. 
A recti f iable p-current S w i t h integer coefficients can be wr i t t en as rijSj, 
where Sj are mutua l l y disjoint oriented rectif iable p-sets, rij are posit ive integers 
(by ident i fy ing —S as S w i t h the opposite or ientat ion), and the volume (or called 
the mass) V ( 5 ' ) : = 二 i is f inite. is a current due to integrat ion: 
oo 广 
5(0；) / 
We have the fol lowing fact: 
II列CO = V ( 5 0 : = ^ ^ ( S ) 
A n integral current is a rectif iable current w i t h rectif iable boundary, and we 
denote the group of integral p-currents by J^p. In part icular, a rectif iable current 
w i t h zero boundary is an integral current. 
As in the cases of singular chains and chains of differential forms, we form the 
fo l lowing complex: 
• . . ~> '^p+i ^ '^p ^ ~^ . • • 
and consider the corresponding homology (ker(9p)/( Im I t turns 
out tha t th is is the same as singular homology by Federer and Fleming[6]: 
Theorem 1 ( A comparison theorem for homology) 
where Hp{M, Z ) denotes the p-th singular homology of M. 
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For nota t ion convenience we may wr i te Hp to stand for H p { M , Z ) , and simi-
lar ly Hq for Z) . 
I n fact the above consideration does not require an or ientat ion on M . We 
require M to be oriented in order to obta in the concept of energy and Poincare 
dua l i t y as introduced below. 
Since M is oriented, we can integrate n-forms on M, and thereby get an 
embedding 
cj h-> I ( • ) A u j (1.1) 
J M 
From this, we may view 為 as a completion of and currents are general-
ized di f ferent ial forms in the sense of d ist r ibut ion. The operator d on differential 
forms is exact ly —d on currents: 
^du； = [ {•)Aduj = - [ d(-)Auj = -dS^ 
Jm J M 
and therefore the map given by equation (1.1) descends to cohomology, g iv ing 
the isomorphism H几一卩=Hp known as the Poincare duali ty. 
For a di f ferent ial forms u , the energy is defined as 
{cjfUj) : = / u A^uj 
Jm 
which is exact ly the L^-norm of currents: 
、UJ,UJ、\ = sup |〈a;，77〉| 二 sup 15^77)1 = ||5L;||l2 
〈小》?〉=i {n^n) 
where the first equal i ty is due to the Schwatz inequality. We now have two 
impo r tan t quanti t ies for a current S\ the energy ||6'||l2, and the volume ||6"||oo. 
Universal coefficient theorem tells us that H*(M, Z ) / ( to rs ion ) can be regarded 
as a graded subr ing of H*(M, C) , which can be identif ied as the de Rham coho-
mology due to de Rham's theorem. Hence a non-torsion homology 
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class in Hp can be represented by singular cycles, closed rectif iable currents, or 
closed dif ferent ial forms. The v iewpoint of currents is more geometric, while the 
v iewpoint of dif ferential forms is more analytic. Since we w i l l focus on the geo-
metr ic aspect, when we ment ion the te rm 'cycles' later on, we always refer to 
closed recti f iable currents unless specified. 
1.3 Calibration theory 
Given a loop (or a pa th w i t h fixed endpoints) in M, we often want to minimize 
the length of the loop (or the path) by deformation, leading to the concept of 
geodesies. More generally, fix a G 丑p (or in the relative homology Hp{M, N) 
respectively), we would l ike to find a cycle S w i t h absolute m in ima l volume 
ll^lloo among al l cycles representing a (Recall tha t by cycles we mean integral 
currents). The existence is ensured by by Federer and Fleming[6]: 
Theorem 2 (Existence of absolute minimal cycle) Let M be a compact 
Riernannian manifold. Given 0 ^ a e Hp{M, Z ) , there exists a p-cycle S of least 
volume representing a, that is, 
V ( 5 0 < V(旬 
for all [5] = a . 
As an example of appl icat ion, cannot contain absolute min imiz ing cycles 
of dimension Q < p < n, because all p-homology classes in S"^ are t r iv ia l . In fact, 
for each p-cycle in the sphere there exists a flow shr inking the cycle, which is 
given in Section 3.2. 
Th is is only an existence theorem: I t does not te l l us how to find absolute 
m in ima l cycles. I n most cases the idealistic goal to characterize al l absolute 
m in ima l cycles in terms of local geometry, such as Gauss map and curvature 
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of cycles, can never be achieved. However, i f M possesses addi t ional geometric 
st ructure, cal ibrat ion theory described below gives some absolute m in ima l cycles. 
Suppose M is a compact Kahler mani fo ld of complex dimension m (and hence 
real dimension n = 2m), so tha t we have a metr ic g, and an honest complex 
s t ructure J which is parallel w i t h respect to the Lev i -Civ i ta connection V induced 
by g. Th is is characterized by the cr i ter ion tha t duj = 0, where a;(-, •) : = p{J-，.）is 
the Kahler form. This form satisfies a special property discovered by Wi r t inger : 
Lemma 1 (Wirtinger inequality) 
uf 
— ( e i , . • • ’ e2p) < 1 
P • 
for all orthonormal vectors e!，...，e2p G TpM, with equality holds if and only if 
the subspace e： A . . . A e2p is complex (^-invariant) and oriented by J . 
Once we observe tha t l j satisfies the above property, the impor tan t fact tha t 
a complex cycle has absolute min ima l volume follows miraculously: 
Theorem 3 (Holomorphic cycles have absolute minimal volume) Let S 
be a complex p-cycle (^dimc = p) oriented by its complex structure. Then for all 
5 G [5] G H 2 , { M ) , 
y{S) < V{S) 
and equality holds if and only if S is also complex. 
Proof: Since [S] = [5], S = S d T . Then 
0 
(〜 f UJP f UJP f uf f uf f f UJP WirUnger 
V ⑶ = — = = ^ dl— = — < y{s) 
Js Jsp\ JdTP、. Jsp\ Jt JsP、. 
A n d the last inequal i ty becomes equality i f and only i f S is complex and oriented 
by i ts complex structure. • 
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This is an impor tan t breakthrough in searching for absolute m in ima l cycles: 
Requi r ing the tangent space to be complex at almost every point is just a first-
order condi t ion, but surprisingly this is sufficient to imp ly tha t the cycle is ab-
solute min imal . 
We need to be careful for the difference between integral currents and complex 
connected si ibmanifolds here: For a complex integral current S — Y^. rijSj, some 
of the Sj is oriented by u f whi le some is oriented by —ujP. Hence we cannot 
conclude tha t S is calibrated. However for a connected complex submanifold N、 
i t is cal ibrated either by u f or —o;^, and hence i t must has absolute m in imum 
volume. 
Now i t is natura l tha t we want to consider such a useful form a; in a more gen-
eral sett ing. Let M be a compact Riemannian mani fo ld (not necessarily oriented). 
A cal ibrat ion g-form Q is a closed form such that 
• •，•i^ g) S 1 
for all orthonormal . . . ,Vq G T^M, x G M . A subspace spanned by orthonor-
mal vectors e i , . . . , e^ G T^M is said to be calibrated if and only if ^ (e i , •. •，e?)= 
1，and a cycle is cal ibrated i f and only i f i ts tangent space is cal ibrated at almost 
every point . In the Kahler setting, the cal ibrat ion form is = uj'p/p ！, and 
cal ibrated cycles are exactly complex cycles. Another common example is tha t 
( M , JjCJ, is a Calabi-Yau manifold, where 屯 is the holomorphic volume form. 
The ca l ibrat ion form in this case is and special Lagrangians are those 
cal ibrated si ibmanifolds. 
W i t h exact ly the same proof to Theorem 3, we have the fol lowing theorem: 
Theorem 4 Let S be a calibrated cycle�dime = p) of a Riemannian manifold 
M with a calibration form Cl. Then for all ^ G [5] G H如(M)， 
V ( 5 ) < V ( 5 ) 
and equality holds if and only if S is also calibrated by Q. 
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Cal ibrat ion also occurs in quaternionic and octonionic spaces, such as H P 、 
• p i and OP^ described in Section 3.4，which are similar to the Kahler case. For a 
quaternionic Kahler manifold M (HP" as an example), locally around each point 
we have coordinates H " —> M , so that the operators I , J, K , which correspond 
to left mul t ip l icat ion by i, j and k on IHP，are defined in that local piece. The 
cal ibrat ion form is taken to be co^  + cjJ + which is invariant under change of 
coordinates, and hence well defined on the whole M . The calibrated cycles are 
quaternionic cycles (whose tangent space at almost every point is quaternionic) 
oriented by the quaternionic structure. The situation for OP"" (n = 1，2) is similar. 
On the other side of the story, we may t ry to find the energy minimizer among 
dif ferential forms in the same cohomology class, leading to the theory of harmonic 
forms in the next chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Motivation from the Hodge 
Conjecture 
2.1 Hodge theory on Riemannian manifolds 
Recall t ha t the L^ metr ic discussed in the last Chapter is defined by 
(CJ, 7]) ：= / 0；八 *万 
Jm 
To wr i te down the H i lber t adjoint d* : OP ^ Q广 i of d, 
(dhj^rf) = / duj A = / d{uj A — / u A {d^f}) = {cu, r j ) 
Jm JM JM 
and hence d* = Automat ica l l y {d*Y = 0. Ker d = (Imcf)丄： 
dcu = 0 
v " e rr，〈dj，"〉= 0 
and s imi lar ly Ker d* = ( Im cZ)丄. 
Now pretend to be finite-dimensional, so that (Ker c Q 丄 = ( I m c f ) 丄丄 = 
I m d*. We ha,ve the fol lowing two impor tant observations, which are central to 
the Hodge theory on Riemannian manifolds: 
17 
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1. Splitting on 
I F = Ker ① ( K e r t/)丄 
=Imc?①（( ImcO丄 n K e r o O ① I m c f 
= I m d ® (Ker d* 门 Ker d) 0 I m d* 
= K e r A e I m d e I m c?* 
where A : = dd* + d*d : f i * —> and the last equali ty is just i f ied by 
= 0 (dw, du) + {d*uj, (Tuj) = 0 du = oTo; = 0 
2. Representation of cohomology classes by harmonic forms. 
TOi, d 
HP : = - - ^ Ker d 门 ( I m d)^ = Ker d 门 Ker d* = Ker A 
I m a 
so tha t each -cohomology class is in a one-one correspondence w i t h a har-
monic p - fo rm in the kernel of A . The above isomorphism holds since we 
are pretending tha t Ker d C is finite-dimensional. 
I t tu rns out tha t the above two observations can be rigorously just i f ied by the 
fact tha t A is an el l ipt ic operator. 
Theorem 5 (Hodge theorem) Ker A is of finite dimensional. There exists a 
self-adjoint operator G : Ct^ OP, called the Green's operator, and a projection 
H -.QP ^ Ker A , such that 
Idfip = H + AG = H-^ dd*G + d*dG 
In particular 
nP = Ker A e l m d e l m d * 
and hence 
Ker d 
Ker d = Ker A 0 I m c^ ; - - ^ Ker A 
I m a 
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Remark: The construct ion of G can be mot ivated f rom the case tha t OF is 
f ini te-dimensional. A is diagonalizable, because i t is self-adjoint: 
(Ao;, 77) = {{ddr + d*d)uj, 7]) = (UJ, (d*d + dd*)r]) = {cj, Arj) 
so under a suitable basis, 
f o \ 
0 
A = Ai 
A. 
V ' • • I 
and define G, H by 
f o \ f l \ 
0 1 
G= •H= 0 . 
A - i 0 
• • \ / v •• / 
2.2 Hodge decomposition in Kahler manifolds 
Let M be a compact Kahler mani fo ld of complex dimension m (and hence real 
d imension n 二 2m). We can decompose each complex differential A:-form 77 G & 
in to (p, (/)-forms (the /c-forms w i t h p holomorphic directions dz, and q = k — p 
ant i -ho lomorphic directions): 
77 = rijjdz^dz-^ 
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where / is a mul t i - index of length p, J is a mul t i - index of length q. Hence 
知 = ① QP'i 
p+q=k 
where Qp’" denotes the linear subspace of al l (p ,介 f o rms . 
Th is decomposit ion descends to cohomology: 
Theorem 6 (Hodge decomposition) 
H^{M) ^ 0 IP’q(M) 
p+q=k 
and 
iF’冗M) ^ H^'P{M) 
where H仏Q、M、may be defined as ^^cfosed/^^exact) or the Dolbeault cohomology 
QP{M)), or the set of all harmonic (p, q) forms (with respect to Aj or 
Aa；-
Proof: 
H ^ ^ ker(Ad : O!" — O!") 




where the f irst equal i ty is by Hodge theorem on Riemannian manifolds; The 
second equal i ty is val id due to the Kahler ident i ty Ad = 2Ag, so tha t Q^'^ is 
invar iant under Ad； The last equali ty is again by Hodge theorem on Riemannian 
manifolds. 
端s e d A C a c t = k e r ( A d : ^ ] 〜 n ” 
= k e r ( A 召： Q P 〜 
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and so can be defined in either way. 
= k e r ( A 否 : — T ^ ) 
= k e r ( A r I F 〜 r ^ ’ ” 
since A = A . • 
We may formulate this in terms of Hodge f i l t ra t ion 
l>r 
on H ^ . consists of all /c-forms w i t h harmonic representative having at 
least r holomorphic directions. 
Immedia te ly fol lowing this theorem is that {扮④ {色)=吨.in 
Section 2.3 we w i l l compare this w i t h another natura l f i l t rat ion, leading to the 
Hodge conjecture. Now let's discuss a l i t t le b i t more on the consequence of Hodge 
decomposit ion. 
Not ice tha t this decomposit ion is sensitive to the complex structure of M. 
Var ia t ion on Hp’\ which is so-called the Hodge structure, serves as an impor tan t 
too l to s tudy the deformat ion of complex structure. 
A n easy yet useful corol lary is the fol lowing topological obstruct ion for a 
man i fo ld to obta in a Kahler structure: 
Theorem 7 The Betti numbers h2k-\{M) are even for a Kdhler manifold M. 
Proof: decomposes into pieces iP’？ 0 丑秘 for 0 < p < 2/c - 1 and 
q = 2k — 1 — p, and each piece is even-dimensional. Hence h2k-i{M) is even. • 
Example: (Hopf manifold) F ix A E (0,1). A n integer k e Z acts biholo-
morph ica l l y on C " - { 0 } by sending z to This action is free and properly 
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discontinuous, and hence the quot ient M = — { 0 } ) / Z is again a complex 
mani fo ld. In fact, M is dif feomorphic to x S^n- i . g y Kunne th formula, 
H1(M,C) = H0(§1 (§2—1，C)④丑1 ( § 1 ， C ) ⑧ ， C ) 
For n > 1, hi{M) = 1, and hence M cannot be Kahler! (For n = 1, M is s imply 
the standard complex torus, which is Kahler.) 
Kahler manifolds are easy to construct: Submanifolds of a Kahler mani fo ld are 
al l Kahler , by restr ict ing 仏 J, uj to the submanifolds, and automat ica l ly dcj 二 Q on 
the submanifolds. In part icular, as CP" w i t h the Fi ib in i -Study metr ic is Kahler, 
every project ive mani fo ld M , which is a non-singular complex subvariety of CP" , 
is a Kahler manifold. 
B u t then is there any Kahler mani fo ld which is not projective? Certainly: 
In general complex to r i of d ime > 2 are not projective. Koda i ra has proved 
tha t a, Kahler mani fo ld is project ive i f and only i f i t admits an integral Kahler 
fo rm uj, t ha t is, [cj] G [14]. Yet people believed tha t Kahler is not far 
f rom project ive, because Koda i ra proved tha t every Kahler surface (dime = 2) 
can be deformed to a project ive surface [15], using the classification theory of 
surfaces. However, Voisin [18] proved tha t in higher dimension there is topological 
obst ruc t ion for a Kahler mani fo ld being projective: 
Theorem 8 For d ime > 4； there exists a compact Kahler manifold X, such that 
H*(X,Q) , (as a graded ring) for all projective manifolds Y. 
Next we introduce the Hodge conjecture concerning the cycles of projective 
mani fo lds, which is not t rue for general Kahler manifolds. 
2.3 The Hodge conjecture 
Let us f irst have the statement of the Hodge conjecture[10]: 
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The Hodge Conjecture: Let M be a project ive manifold. Given 
a class a G H^'^ 门 Q) , we can find an algebraic cycle 7 over 
Q , which is a formal sum of algebraic subvarieties w i t h rat ional coef-
ficients, such tha t the Poincare dual of [7] is a. 
Z coefficient is not used in the above conjecture, because there is a coun-
terexample of project ive mani fo ld made by A t i yah and Hirzebruch [1], in which 
a tors ion class cannot be represented by algebraic cycles. Later counterexamples 
tha t free integral {p, p)-c\asses cannot be represented by algebraic cycles are also 
given [17]. 
In Section 2.2, we have encountered the Hodge f i l t ra t ion on H ^ f rom 
the v iewpoint of di f ferential forms and harmonic theory, and hence a f i l t ra t ion 
多*卿•= n on H ^ C H I (But notice that a filtration on 
contains more in format ion than merely a f i l t ra t ion on Hq. We can restr ict the 
f i l t ra t ion f rom H ^ to H ‘ but cannot get back the original one by complexifica-
t ion . ) 
^^[H^ consists of rational homology classes represented by harmonic 
q-forms with at least r holomorphic directions. (0 < r < | .) 
For r > q/2, C 岁”阅 ) 门 阅 ) = • because a rational class must 
be real, wh ich is invariant under conjugation. 
I t is na tura l to use the v iewpoint of cycles to give another 'more geometric' 
f i l t r a t i on on H q . 
^'^{Hq) consists of rational homology classes represented (through 
Poincare duality) by formal rational sum of cycles S of real codimen-
sion q with at least r complex co-directions，that is, 
dimc[N,S 门 J . {N,S)) > r 
for almost every x e S, where N^S \= 丄.(0 < r g [ f j .) 
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Again for r > q/2, ^''{H^) = 0 because a subspace of real dimension q can 
have at most |_|J complex directions. 
We can easily see that ^''{H^) C Suppose is a cycle of codimen-
sion q w i th at least r complex co-directions. For all (n — g)-form 77, J^ rj is nonzero 
only when rj has at most (m — r ) holomorphic directions (recall that M is of real 
dimension n = 2m), and hence 
P D 问 e 0 ( i j i ’ 叶 I ) * = 0 『 - i , q + i - 饥 二 ④ i J 。 - ' = 梦 r (母） 
l<m—r /<m—r l>r 
Consider the case g = 2p and r = p. ^ p ( H ^ ) = IP'p 门 H"^, and 沪啤、 
consists of Poincare dual of complex cycles. Due to a regularity result of Harvey 
and Shiffman[9], complex cycles in complex projective space are automatically 
algebraic cycles. As M C CP^ , complex cycles in M are automatically alge-
braic. And hence the statement = is exactly the Hodge 
conjecture! 
I t turns out that this is a very difficult task: Hodge proposed this conjecture 
in the 1950's, but i t st i l l remains unsolved today. The difficulties lie on finding 
all the algebraic cycles in a projective manifold. The conjecture is known to be 
true for p = 1 even for integer coefficients, known as the Lefschetz (1,1) theorem: 
Theorem 9 (Lefschetz (1,1) theorem) Every class in 丑i’i A 丑! can be rep-
resented by algebraic cycles. 
This theorem does not hold for general Kahler manifolds, such as a non-projective 
complex torus. Hence Hodge conjecture is proposed only for projective manifolds. 
The more general question that whether and are equal to each other 
is also proposed by Hodge, while wi th in the algebraic setting. Instead of consid-
ering he considered the arithmetric f i l tration J^^iJ^(Q) consisting of classes 
represented by submanifolds of codimension q lying in some algebraic cycles of 
complex codimension r. Grothendieck[7] points out that is automati-
cally a sub-Hodge structure of H^ iQ) , while 梦厂丑观）needs not be, and hence 
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they cannot be equal to each other in general. A concrete example is given by 
the product of three torus of dime = 1 (which is automatically projective) wi th 
generic complex structure, such that is odd, and hence cannot be a 
sub-Hodge structure. Grothendieck then modifies this question a l i t t le bit to 
avoid this failure, known as the generalized Hodge conjecture which sti l l remains 
unsolved today: 
The Generalized Hodge Conjecture: For a projective manifold, 
the arithmetic f i l t rat ion is the smallest sub-Hodge structure 
containing 
Motivated from the Hodge conjecture, one wants to search for algebraic cycles 
in a given (p, p)-class in a projective manifold M. An algebraic cycle is automati-
cally a complex cycle, and if i t is oriented by its complex structure, i t has absolute 
min imum volume by calibration theory, and in particular i t is stable, meaning 
that the second variation in volume is zero. Lawson and Simons proved the sur-
prising result that in CP", stabil i ty under holomorphic flows is in fact a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a cycle to be algebraic! This opens the door to search 
for algebraic cycles by holomorphic flows in CP". 
In the next chapter, we wi l l describe their results in more detail, and discover 
similar phenomenon in HP"' and OP^. 
Chapter 3 
Variation of cycles in symmetric 
orbit 
3.1 Variational formulae 
To check whether an arb i t rar i ly chosen cycle 5 in a compact Riemannian mani fo ld 
M is absolute min imal , the first th ing to consider is the inf in i test imal var iat ion in 
volume under a vector field V. Here we follow the formulat ion given by Lawson 
and Simons[16], in which ^ is a global vector field on M rather than a section of 
the normal bundle of S in M, and 5 is a rectif iable current (which may involve 
singulari t ies of measure zero as explained in Section 1.1) rather than a smooth 
submanifo ld. Singularit ies are unavoidable in general when S is f lown by V for a 
long t ime. The benefit of this formulat ion is tha t S can be flown for a long t ime 
instead of an instant, and technical issues about regular i ty are avoided. 
Let 4>t M hd, t e (-00, +oo) be the one parameter group of diffeomor-
phisms generated by V. The volume V(((/)t)*S) is given by 
vm%s) = [ \ m A \ \ d j f \ s { x ) (3.1) 
Jm 
where as explained in Section 1.1, S^ denotes the (oriented) tangent space of S 
at X, which is identi f ied as a un i t simple vector, J ^ is the Hausdorff p-measure 
26 
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induced by the metr ic g, and Jif\s is the restricted measure on S. 
W r i t i n g F^{ t ) = and differentiating equation (3.1), we have 
4 V M M = [ l F ^ { 0 ) d x (3.2) 
盖 V ( ⑷ = [ f k ' ( O ) - l i F ^ m A dx (3.3) 
at t=o Jm \丄 4 / 
Dif ferent ia t ing Fx{t) w i t h respect to t, we get 
K i O ) = (3.4) 
• = 为 ⑷ ( 尾 ， 民 ） (3.5) 
where S^y denotes the Lie derivative along V . The above two equations can 
be na tura l l y obtained by observing that inf ini test imal var iat ion in F^ is resulted 
f rom the inf in i test imal var iat ion of metr ic by the vector field V. 
For nota t ion convenience later let's first introduce the tensors 
M / ^ ：= V x K ; : = { V v M v ) X (3.6) 
arising natura l ly f rom the fol lowing sequence: 
r 三 Qi(8)r ^ n^^n^^r A 
W H \/.W = s^yv H • R. . w 
in which r denotes the space of all sections on A f ,八 is the skew-symmetr izat ion 
sending i/ (g) u G (g) to ^ (ly (g> cu - cu (g) i / ) G and R denotes the Riem-
mannian curvature. For calculation purpose later we wr i te down an explici t 
expression when operates on a vector X: 
where X is extended to a local vector field X. 
Now we want to rewri te these in terms of the Lev i -C iv i ta Connection V cor-
responding to g. The torsion-free condi t ion says 
= M / (3.7) 
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operat ing on sections of TM, Extending all the three operators ^ y , V y and s^y 
to operate on sections of 0 T M by Leibniz rule, equation (3.7) remains to hold. 
Now plugging in the formula (3.7) to (3.4) and (3.5), together w i t h the con-
d i t i on V g = 0, we get 
F'M = 2 
= 2 ( M / y ^ x , + n ^ v S . f + 2 
P u t t i n g the above formulae for and F^'(O) back to (3.2) and (3.3)，we 
get the fo l lowing first and second variat ion formulae: 
Theorem 10 (First and Second Variation formulae) 
4 V ( ⑷ = f {s^vS^.S,) dx 
Clt i=o Jm 
t=o Jm 
do； 
while remembering that we are integrating with respect to the measure Jif\s. 
Notice tha t f rom the formulae, we see that first var iat ion is a linear funct ional 
on the space of all vector fields, while second var iat ion is a quadrat ic form. We 
w i l l cal l the integrand in the above formula pointwise second var iat ion of along 
I/. 
Now i f V is the gradient vector field of some funct ion f , then 
�•"V’-�= i、vM = £ L = a u = i�V，w =�…• J � 
and hence the operator s^v is self-adjoint. The second var iat ion formula can be 
s impl i f ied a l i t t l e b i t in this case to 
/ ( ( M / y ^ x , + - ( ( M / ^ , , S , ) )^ ) do; 
J M 
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W r i t i n g a simple un i t vector ^ at a; as e iA . . .Aep, where ei,...，ep are orthonormal, 
and complet ing i t to an orthonormal basis { e i , . . . , Cp, n i , . . . , rig} of T ^ M , by 
direct computa t ion the pointwise second variation 爲 (V^) of ^ along V is 
/ P � 2 p’g p 
別 V ) = ^ + 2 ^ + ^ (M/.ve,., e,> (3.8) 
\j=i J j=i’k=i j=i 
3.2 Stability of cycles in S饥 and CP^ 
In Section 1.3 we have promised to shrink a p-cycle in S"^ (0 < p < m ) by some 
global vector fields. The fol lowing theorem by Lawson and Simons ful l f i l ls our 
promise: 
Theorem 11 (Unstability of cycles in S"") Under the class of vector fields 
obtained by projecting constant vector fields in onto C R " ^ + �t h e average 
second variation of a cycle S is given by 
-(m-p)pY(S) 
which is negative for 0 < p < m. Therefore for every p-cycle S (0 < p < m), 
there exists a vector field in this class generating a flow shrinking S. The only 
stable cycles in S爪 are points and itself (which are absolute minimal). 
As an immediate corol lary to the above theorem is the fol lowing wel l-known 
fact: 
C o r o l l a r y : 丑 p ( § ” ” = 0 for 0 < p < m. 
Proof: Non-zero homology p-class can be represented by absolute min imal 
cycle by Theorem 2，which is automat ical ly stable and hence cannot exist for 
0 < p < m by Theorem 11. • 
Theorem 12 (Stable cycles in C P " ) Under the class of holomorphic vector 
fields, the average second variation of a p-cycle S is given by 
-J ||J.5"�2& 
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where J operates on S^ G f^TM by derivation (Leibniz rule). Hence S is stable 
if and only if S is complex, that is J • »Sa； = 0 for almost every x e S. 
Corol lary :丑p ’ <? (CP " ) = 0 for p ^ q. 
Proof: I f there is a non-zero element in IP'q) this can be represented by an 
absolute m in ima l cycle S by Theorem 2. S is stable, and hence complex by 
Theorem 12. Bu t then [S] must be a class in the middle cohomology, forcing 
P = q.覆 
Each of the above two theorems is proven by considering a specific (f inite 
dimensional) space of vector fields, and take average of second var iat ion of a 
cycle S along vector fields in this class. Average here means the trace of the 
second var iat ion, which is 
N 
( second variat ion along Vj) 
j = i 
where is an orthonormal basis of the space of vector fields. The mot ivat ion 
for such consideration is that , i t is impossible to have any pattern i f we vary all 
cycles by one part icular vector field. On the other hand, average behaviour may 
possess some pat tern i f M admits enough symmetry. 
I t is interest ing tha t the classes of vector fields used in bo th theorems are in 
fact obtained f rom the same source: 
1. Consider the standard action of 0 ( m + 1) on I R 爪 b y left mul t ip l icat ion, 
preserving the standard metric. The orb i t of ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 1) is the standard 
sphere S爪’ w i t h the isotropy group 0 ( m ) . S" ' = 0 ( m + l ) / 〇 ( m ) is a 
symmetr ic space. The class of vector fields are obtained by project ing a 
constant vector field in onto the orbi t . 
2. Consider the coadjoint act ion of U ( n + l ) / t / ( l ) on m ( n + 1), preserving the 
k i l l i ng fo rm as metr ic. Then the orb i t of a point of norm 1 is w i t h 
the isotropy group U(n) . C P " = U(n + l ) / U ( n ) U ( l ) is a symmetr ic space. 
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The class of holomorphic vector fields are obtained by projecting a constant 
vector field in iu{n + 1) onto the orbit. 
This motivates the next section, which generalizes the computation of Lawson 
and Simons to a symmetric orbit. I t becomes even more exciting when we observe 
that the two seemingly unrelated orbits S"^  C and CP" C iu(n + 1) in fact 
belong to the same class, namely the spaces of rank one projections in simple 
Jordan algebra, which are automatically symmetric spaces. Then we generalize 
the result of Lawson and Simons to all projective spaces in Section 3.4. 
3.3 Symmetric orbit in Euclidean space 
Let G be a compact Lie group wi th Lie algebra 0, which acts linearly on an 
Euclidean space V wi th a G-invariant metric〈•’•〉. Fix a point 0 rco G V, 
consider the orbit M = G • xq wi th the induced G-invariant metric from V. G 
acts on the space of orthonormal p-frames on M by 
g ' {ei A ... Aep) := (g：, • ei) A ... A (g^ . Cp) 
This situation usually arises when G < H, where i f is a (non-compact) Lie 
group, leading to the Lie algebra decomposition 1) = 0©p. G acts on H/G by left 
mult ipl icat ion, w i th [/] as a fixed point. Hence G acts on T[/](丑/G) = p, which 
is exactly the adjoint action of G < on p < g. 
For u e Y, the projection of u on T^M at each x e M gives a vector field 
V = Vu on M, which may also be regarded as a gradient vector field of the function 
〈•，u) on M. The pointwise second variation 爲 of ^ becomes a quadratic form on 
V by sending each u G V to 爲(14)，which may be identified by the metric as a 
self-adjoint operator on V. Our aim is to compute the average pointwise second 
variation t r 爲 . 
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L e m m a 2 If r] = g-^ for some g e G, then the average pointwise second variation 
of i is the same as that ofr]. 
Proof: Since the metr ic is C-invariant, the Levi-Civ i ta connection V is G-
equivar iant , t ha t is, 
. to 二 ^  . (VX^ 
A p p l y th is to equation (3.6) in Section 3.1， 
M / t o -0=9' iKz'V . 0； ^V,v(g -0=9- • 0 
A p p l y to equat ion (3.8)，we get 
^ k ( K ) = 爲 ( f K ) 二 爲 ( V g r i J 
the last equal i ty being due G^-invariance of metric on V. A n d so 
= Y^^M 二;E 爲(队-1 収）=tr 為 
U u 
where u, and hence run through an orthonormal basis of V . The last equal-
i t y fol lows f rom the fact that trace is independent of the choice of or thonormal 
basis. • 
B y the above lemma, i t suffices to consider average pointwise second var iat ion 
for each p - f r a m e 《 = e i 八 . • .八 e” at a;。，because p-frames at another point can be 
moved to Xq by some g eG, who acts transit ively on M. 
Denote the isotropy subgroup of xq by K, so that M = G/K. Th is gives a 
decomposi t ion 
0 二 e ® m 
Now Suppose tha t M is at the same t ime a symmetr ic space, tha t is, we have 
an involut ive isomet iy cr M 一 M w i t h xq as an isolated f ixed point . Such space 
is called a compact symmetr ic orbi t [3]. On G we have a natura l G-invariant 
metr ic given by negative of the K i l l i ng form. We may scale this metr ic such that 
m is isometr ic to T^^qM, given by 
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isometric 
m ^ TzoM C V 
1； ^ exp{tv) • xq 
t=o 
Complete the p - f r a m e � t o an orthonormal basis { e i , . . . , e^, n i , . . . , Ugj of 
TxqM = m. Further take an orthonormal basis {"1，... ,/3r} of t, and so 
，...，/?。ei,...，ep, n i ’... ’ riq} forms an orthonormal basis of g. 
We now express the projection 二 T4 of w G V in terms of Ki l l ing vector 
fields induced by g on M . We shall use the same symbol to denote an element • 
of 0, its induced vector field on V, and the restricted Ki l l ing vector field on M. 
Recall that 
k/i,仍 1M = - b i ’ " 2 ] (3.9) 
where [.，^似 is the Lie bracket for vector fields on M , and [•’ •] is the Lie bracket 
on Q. On the right hand side gi,g2 denote elements in g, while on the left hand 
side they denote their induced Ki l l ing vector fields on M. This fact wi l l be used 
repeatedly to compute the Lie bracket, and hence covariant derivatives of Ki l l ing 
vector fields. 
Lemma 3 
r P Q 
V = /？^ + ^ (w, e^) + ^ (w, n,、n， 
1.1=1 '^=1 7=1 
Proof: Denote the basis {/^ i，. •.，A•，,.. •，ep，rii，.. • ’ Ug} of q by A. 
At Xo e M the above equation is obvious, because ""(a:。）= 0, and 
{ei，...，ep, n i ’ . . . ， n j forms an orthonormal basis of T工具 
At another point x e M, let {e~i，...，e~p, n 1 , . . . , n^} be an orthonormal basis 
of TxM = m, and complete i t to an orthonormal basis 
B = { A , . . . ’ A•，召1，. •. , e p , n i , . . . ’fig} 
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of Q. B o t h A, B are orthonormal basis of q,so B = AT^ where T is an orthogonal 
ma t r i x . 
n”）= E〈以’ Bj) Bj = ^ (u, A/r； = 〈仏々 〉々  
3 3 0 
Since T/T； = • 
Theorem 13 Let M be compact symmetric orbit. The average pointwise second 
variation of an oriented orthonormal p-frame ^ = ei A ... A Cp at x E M along 
projections of constant vectors in V onto M is given by 
p’q 
u j,k=i 
where u runs through an orthonormal basis of V； I I is the second fundamental 
form of M CV at x, and U { n ^ J L i 切腿 orthonormal basis ofT^^M. 
Proof: B y Lemma 2 we may assume is a frame at Xq. From equation (3.8) 
the pointwise average second variat ion is 
/ p \ 2 p,q P 
u \j=l / “ j=l’lc=l u j=l 
where u runs through an orthonormal basis of V , and gives a vector field V = Vu 
on M by project ion. We compute term by term for the three terms appeared in 
the above expression. 
Recall tha t for a symmetr ic space, 
= ^[KuK2]M 
for K i l l i n g vector fields Ki and K2 on M. App ly ing this to the expression of V 
given in Lemma 3, 
+ (u, de^ey) + 臺〈以，〜〉[ej,e^]M 
+�u�de^n^)  + i {u, [e力 n ^ (3.10) 
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where d is the t r i v ia l connection of V , and so dy is the usual direct ional derivative 
along V E TJcqV = V. (Recall that (3…Cy, n ’ can be regarded as vector fields on 
V , and so the above directional derivatives make sense.) 
To s impl i fy the above expression at Xq, notice that I induces zero vectors at 
.To, and hence G 6 vanishes at xq. Together with equation (3.9) and the fact 
t ha t 
:e，e] C cm，[m’m] c t (3.11) 
we have 
"^ejVixo) = {u, dejC^) + {u,〜n"〉U^ 
and hence 
= {VejV(xQ),ej) = {u,de,ej) 
{j2/vej,nk) = {VejV(xo),nk) = {u.de^rik) 
The first te rm is 
/ P • p 
Y^ Y^ (M/e,-, ej) 1 二 〈以，de內、〈以’ 
u \i=l / u j,/e=l 





where dejCj = l l ( e j , e j ) because V e 內 = [ e j . � e j ] M / 2 = 0. 
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The second te rm is 
P,7 P’9 
2 E E (��^V勺’ n…2 = 2；^ E 
u j=l,k=l u j = l , A ; = l 
P’9 / \ 
= 2 ^ l ^ { d e j n k , u ) u , dejUk ) 
j,k=l \ U / 
P,Q 
= 2 ^ 
p,q 
where dejUk = U(e j ,nk ) at xq because V e j U k M = [ej、nA;]M/2 = 0. 
Now we t u r n to compute the th i rd term E j = i (M/ye^ .e^ ) , which is more 
compl icated. A t xo, 
(j^v,vej,ej} = (VvVejV-VvyejV,ej) 
= � W V e 7 ’ e � 
p q 
7=1 
where = 0 because 
Vvejixo) = {u, e " � - + ( … � ^ _ • 
IA=1 7=1 
We now compute the first part (Ve , Ve .^ V, e^) of the t h i r d term. 
Di f ferent ia t ing equation (3.10) along e…we get 
Ve,Ve,K(rro) = ^ (u.dejp^,) [e…/^M + ^ (u, dej^,) 
+ {u, de^dejCa) + ；^  (u, [e…[Cj, ea]M]M 
+ (u, de^dejU^) n^ + J {u, n) [e^, [e】.，n^WW 
Using the ident i ty { [ X , Y]M,Z) = -{Y,[X,Z]M) for K i l l i ng vector fields 
Z、together w i t h the relat ion (3.11) repeatedly, we get 
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and so 
p p p p 
Y^H、仏、〜义柄、=YlY^YMe补入de內、 




P ! [ej,ej]M=0 \ 
= J ] ( V e ^ . e j + U ( e j , e j ) , e A 






= - X I life，e^) (3.12) 
•7 = 1 
Now proceed to compute the second part Y^ {u, n^) Ve^V ,^ e^) of the th i rd 
term. Dif ferent iat ing the equation (3.10) along n^, we get 
+ {u, dn^deje„) e^ + i {u, e^) [n)’ [e^, ejM]M 
+ {u, dn^dejUa)�+ 去〈以，��[几7，[已力�]M]M 
and so 
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P Q p P 
I ] Zl (Vn, ej) = J^Y.Yl^''^ dn,de,ej) 
u j=\ 7 = 1 u j=l 7=1 
P.9 
i,7=i 
•7,7=1 \ / 
P,Q 
= - Z � I I ( e _ ^ . ’ e j ) ’ II(n-p7g� (3.13) 
J.7=1 
A d d i n g up equations (3.12) and (3.13)，we get the th i rd term 
P 2 P.9 
i=i J,7=1 
A d d i n g up al l the three terms, the average second variat ion is 
P’9 
^ (2 II ll{ej,n,)\\' 一 { l l { e j , e j ) , I I K , n^) ) • 
From here we immediately reproduce Theorem 11: For ST c IT^+ i , II(^/,^；)= 
(u, v) for a l l u,v e Ta;。S"\ Hence the pointwise average second var iat ion is -pq = 
—p{m - p) < 0 for 0 < p < m. We wi l l obtain this wel l-known formula of second 
fundamenta l fo rm for sphere again, as a special case of project ive spaces embedded 
in simple Jordan algebra. Theorem 12 of Lawsons and Simons on CP" w i l l also 
be reproduced. 
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3.4 Projective spaces in simple Jordan algebra 
3.4.1 Introduction to simple Jordan algebra 
Let 's recall that ]H = {a + + cj + dk : a, b,c,d e E } , w i t h the usual addit ion, 
and the non-commutat ive (associative) mul t ip l icat ion 
二 j2 二 k 2 : = i j k = - l 
extended real-mii l t i l inearly. Define the conjugation 
a + bi + cj + dk = a - bi - cj — dk 
w i t h af3 = P a — in general. Moreover |a|2 : = a a G M>o. 
For a quarternion mat r i x T，T* : = YK We have {ST)* = T*S\ Hermi t ian 
matrices are those matrices A satisfying A = A*. 
Al though tvST + tvTS in general, we have R e ( t r 5 T ) = R e ( t r T S ) : 
R e ( t r 5 T ) = Re(tr (A + i B + j C + k B ) ( W + i X + j V + k Z ) ) 
= t r AW - t r BX - t r CV - t r DZ 
= t r WA - tr XB - t r YC - t r ZD 
= R e ( t r (VK + i X + j y + + i B + j C + k D ) ) 
= R e ( t r T 5 ' ) 
for al l 二 ] + iB+iC + W and T =W+ \X + ]Y-^liZ. 
• is an eight-dimensional real non-commutat ive and non-associative algebra, 
w i t h properties similar to the quarternions as described above. For a more de-
tai led t reatment on octonions, please read [2 . 
A formal ly real Jordan algebra is an algebra over R whose mul t ip l ica t ion o is 
commutat ive and power associative ( that is, {a o a) o a = a o {a o a)), together 
w i t h 
ai o ai + ... + an o ttn = 0 => ai = ... = an = 0 
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This not ion is invented by Jordan [12] in 1932 to describe the algebra of ob-
servables in quantum mechanics. These algebras are classified by Jordan, von 
Neumann and Wigner [13]: Every formally real Jordan algebra can be wr i t ten as 
direct sum of simple ones, which are listed completely below as sets of hermit ian 
matrices. Inside each of them we get a projective space consisting of all rank 
one projections, which are exactly those matrices p w i th pop = p and t r p = 1. 
Mul t ip l ica t ion is defined as symmetrization of the ordinary matr ix mult ipl icat ion: 
, „ AB + BA 
1. {hermit ian real (n + 1) x (n + 1) mat r i ces}〕MP". 
0 ( n + 1) acts on as automorphisms by conjugation. 
2. ()„+i(C) := {hermit ian complex (n + 1) x (n + 1) ma t r i ces }〕CP" . 
U ( n + 1) acts on [)n+i(C) as automorphisms by conjugation. 
3. f)„+i(]HI) {hermit ian quaternion (n + 1) x (n + 1) ma t r i ces }〕HP" . 
Sp(n + 1) acts on f)„+i(IHI) as automorphisms by conjugation. 
4. [^3(0) : = {hermit ian 3 x 3 matrices w i th octonion ent r ies}〕OP^. 
The exceptional Lie group F4 acts on [)3(0) as automorphisms ([4]). 
5. Spin factor. 
( f a - b V \ 1 
：= ^ 0 E 0 M 
IV ” …） J 
( \ 
I , \ ^ a — b V 
^ b 
y V a + 6 y 
\ ^ / 
where we define v-w = v^iu for v,w e M"^ to carry out matr ix mult ipl ication. 
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The embedded projective space is 
/ \ ^ 
V 
< b + 二 去 卜 『 
.U / > 
0 ( m + 1) acts on ()2(股饥）as automorphisms by left multiplication. 
Notice that the fourth case 1^3(• )〕OP^ is exceptional: we cannot define 
[)n+i(0) D OP" for n > 3. O is not even a ring because its multiplication 
is non-associative, and so 'vector space over 0 ' does not make sense, and we 
cannot talk about 'lines' in CT+i. Another way to say this is that the relation 
= cy for some c e O - {0 } ' between e (CT+i is not transitive. Therefore 
we cannot define OP" in this way. On the other hand, ()n(0) is no longer a 
formally real Jordan algebra for n > 3, because the mult ipl ication is no longer 
power-associative. Hence we can only define OP^ and OP^ 
Now fix a simple formally real Jordan algebra where i t is understood 
that n G N for A = M,C,]HI; n = 1 for A = IR爪；and n = 2 for A = • . Denote the 
connected component containing identity of the automorphism group of f)n+i(A) 
by Auto. The affine space of all trace-one matrices is invariant under 
Auto because automorphisms preserve trace. We have an Auto-invariant metric 
on C i ( A ) : 
(A, B") := 2 Re(tr AB) = 2Re(tr AoB) 
In the next section we interpret the projective spaces as a symmetric orbit, 
and apply our previous formula (Theorem 13) of average second variation. 
3.4.2 Projective spaces as symmetric orbits 
We now produce the projective space AP" as a symmetric orbit in l ) h ( A ) . Take 
Xo = En+I,n+1, where E^ A； denotes the matr ix w i th ( j , k) entry valued one and 
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al l other entries zero. The orbit of xq under Auto is the projective space A P " as 
explained below. 
Let 's f irst examine the f i f th case C f)2(股爪）=M'^eMeM. Auto = 0 ( m + l ) 
acts by rotat ions on the first ( m + 1) coordinates, f ix ing the last coordinate, xq is 
ident i f ied as (0，1/2’ 1/2). The isotropy group of xq is 0 ( m ) , and hence the orbi t 
is the symmetr ic space 0{m + l ) / 0 { m ) = s i t t ing inside the set of trace-one 
matr ices as a codimension-1 submanifold. Hence S爪 is a symmetr ic orb i t 
in I)乂R"^). 
For the cases A = R，C，IHI, consider Auto = U ( n + 1 , A ) / U ( 1 , A ) act ing on 
l)n+i(A) by conjugation: 
U ( n + 1 ’ A ) X ⑷ — b n + i ( A ) 
(O•丄呼J 
A • T ^ ATA* 
where U ( n + 1’ A ) consists of matrices AA* = I. The isotropy group K of a^ o is 
U ( n , A ) , and hence Auto • a；。= U(n + 1, A)/U(n, A)C/(1, A ) = A P " , which is a 
symmetr ic space. The identi f icat ion is given by 
• + — AP" 
U(n ,A ) f / ( l，A) 
“ f o V 
T 。 = [v] (3.15) 
. v v . 
Hence A P " is a symmetr ic orb i t in 
Combin ing the above maps (3.14) and (3.15), The embedding of A P " into 
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[ )n+i(A) can be wr i t ten explicit ly: 
AP" — (wi(A) 
( \ 氺 
V] ( * . . . * V j • En+i,n+l • =V-V* 
\ ) * 
Uv 
where v is a representative w i th v*v = 1. t i , w * = 1，and hence the embedding 
is in fact into the affine subspace consisting of matrices w i th trace one. 
Conjugat ion by T G U (n + 1, A) on corresponds to left mul t ip l icat ion of 
T on [!>] G AP" . This implies that any unitary change of coordinates in A P " is 
an isometry. 
Now we consider the last case OP^ C 1)3(O), which is the orbi t of a:。= E i , i 
under the action by the exceptional Lie group F4 on ()3(0) preserving the trace, 
w i t h the isotropy group Spin(9). (For more information on F4, see Section 4.2 of 
.2].) Hence OP^ = F4/Spin(9)，which is a symmetric space. 
3.4.3 Computation of second fundamental form 
Let's take the following coordinates around xq for AP" : 
A " AP" C 
1 ( Q \ f . 
Q ^ T T M ^ i 严 1) 
Here we adopt the following notations: 
A 
1=0 
where X i are column n-vectors, io : = 1，and for 1 < / < A, i i are all the possible 
imaginary square roots of uni ty in A. Recall that for the case A = R爪,n = 1, 
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A = 0’ Q = Xo is an element in E"^ w i th Q* = Q md Q • Q := {Q, Q). For the 
other four cases, the entries of X i are real numbers. 
The basis of coordinate tangent vector fields is ： 0 < ^ < A, 1 < j < iV} , 
where ^ denote the indirections. N = mm the case of A = and iV = n for 
al l the other four cases. Using product rule (which is val id for mult ip l icat ions in 
A) , 
d _ 1 f i/ej \ / \ 
^ � = H H W ( 0 厂。* ” 
1 f Q] f ^ r 
+ J 卜 。 ） 
(1 + I I W 1 广 ” 
where ej stands for the column n-vector w i t h j - t h coordinate 1 and other coor-
dinates zero, and T stands for transpose. Recall that when A = R"^, n = 1, and 
so transpose of an element is just itself. Di f ferent iat ing bo th sides along ^ at 
0 e A " , 
A ( ± ] 
dx'r 八 d x i j 
=(i:(…)+(i:)(叫 
V ° / v “ / 
_ / Q \ 
- { i r h + i i ' ^ )e le j ( 0 1 ) 
\ 1 / 
‘ i 25jk 0 \ 
for A = E"^ 
\ 0 -25jk y 
= < 
( i J i E k j + id rE jk 0 \ ^ 
_ _ for other cases 
y 0 + y 
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which is already perpendicular to ra;oAP"’ because 
！ = 卜 iiCj、 
巧 。 0 y 
Notice tha t under the metric {A, B) = 2 R e t r ( ^ B ) , our coordinate vectors are 
pair wise orthogonal, each has length 2. We scale them to get an or thonormal 
b a s i s { i ^ : l < j < n , 0 < / < A } . 
We conclude tha t 
Lemma 4 
' �（ 5 j k 0 \ 
\ for A = 
i i ( l A l A ) . \ • - � / \ 
i . for A e {RX,M,0} 
\ 0 - { i r l l + l l l r jOjk 
We are now ready to use Theorem 13 on projective spaces. 
3.4.4 The main theorem 
We now compute t r ^ ^ for an or thonormal p-frame ^ = ei A ... ACp at xq e 
Complete B = {ejYj=i to an or thonormal basis {ej.nk} of the fol lowing form: 
\ 
1^1， J i i^ i , . . . JIA 巧 
V2, Jlt '2, . . . JaV2 < > 
• • • 
VN, hvN, . . • JA^^AT \ / 
where J/ : T^QAP" — TLQAP" is the differential of left mul t ip l ica t ion of i； on 
A" c AP几. 
In case of A P " , Such or thonormal basis can be brought to the basis of normal-
ized coordinate vectors by action of the isotropy group K < G. This is easy for 
S爪，RP", C P " and H P " : 〇 (n) ’ U (n ) and Sp(n) acts t ransi t ively on or thonormal 
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frames, un i ta ry frames and quarternionic unitary frames respectively. For OP^, 
K = Spin(9), we argue as follows: Taj^OP^ is the spinor representation of Spin(9). 
For this act ion 
§15 ^ Spin(9)/Spin(7) 
(see P.283 of [8]). Hence we can use a G Spin(9) to br ing 全最 to v i . Spin(7) 
fixes v\ and hence acts on T^jS^®, which splits into the vector representation Vy 
and spinor representation $7 of Spin(7). and {J例)"『二丄 form two base 
of V7, and they have the same orientation. Hence we can br ing { a . to 
by Spin(7). {(J • 5着}『=0〔 which can be brought to {J/VajzLo by 
Spin(7) using the same reasoning, because 
Spin(7)/G2 ^ §7; G2/SU(3) ^ 
and SU(3) acts transit ively on the collection of uni tary base. 
Hence by Lemma 2 we may assume 
, 1 d 
so tha t we can apply Lemma. 4 directly. 
For A = A P i = Lemma 4 gives 
1 1 a 2 
which is the usual formula for second fundamental form of S爪 C Together 
w i t h Theorem 13’ the result of Lawson and Simons[16] is reproduced: 
3,k=l 
imp ly ing tha t the average second variat ion of a rectifiable current of non-zero 
mass in S爪 is negative for 0 < p < m, and hence cannot be stable. 
Now let's t u rn to the other four cases. Lemma 4 gives 
J 0 for Uk = 士Jze). for some 1 < / < A 
l | I I fe，W)l l = < 1 
i otherwise 
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and 
, T " � T T , �\ J 1 foi’ 几k = 土Jze). for some 1 < / < A 
I otherwise 
so the summand appeared in Theorem 13 is 
niiTT/ m,2 /tt/ � T T / 、\ 1 _ 1 fornfc = 士Jze). for some 1 < Z < A 
0 otherwise 
\ 
meaning tha t for each ej, every h e j direction normal to ^ contributes - 1 to ti•爲， 
and al l other normal directions make no effect. Hence 
p 
t r 兹（=—^ (number of I such that 士 0 B) 
i=i 
p A 
二 - y ^ ||ei A . . . A J/gj A . . . A ep||2 
j=i 1=1 
1=1 
(Here J acts on ^ by Leibniz rule). Equal i ty holds i f and only i f = 0 for all 
1 < / < A, meaning tha t ^ is invariant under each J/, and hence the S八—i-family 
of complex structures. 
I n the case of IRP"，A 二 0，the above formula says average second variat ion 
of S under those projections of constant vector in f)J^(E) is always zero, which is 
not a useful conclusion. However, let us compute an example MP^ c [^^(M) in 
this case to veri fy our result. 
To visualize this we recall that our embedding is done through 
V V • V* 
giv ing a two-to-one locally isometric covering map $ : —> RP^ c [)3(E). For 
any parameterized curve 7 and vector field ^ on EP^, the var iat ion of 7 under V 
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is exact ly the same as variat ion of <i)*7 (the l i f t ing of 7 to S^) under (V is 
ident i f ied as a one-form by metr ic) to and hence we would like to look at §2 
instead because this is easy to visualize. 
Our vector fields Vjk ( j < k) is produced by tak ing gradient of coordinate 
funct ions 
, E 神 + E 幻.\ _ t r ( ^ - ( E . - . + E,,-)) 
幽 二 \八 7 ^ / — ^ 
of {)J(M) on and so 
r i / = grad($*/计） 
where 
… 、 ， 、 t r ( t J - v * . + E,,.)) _ . (E计 + E , , ) • V 
( 少 臉 ) = ^ _ - V ^ 一 
2 2 2 
which are exactly the functions 2xy, 2xz,2yz, ^ (x, y, z denotes coordi-
nates of ]R3). Taking gradient we get the six vector fields 
+ " ! )， 2 ( 4 + 必 , + • 力 4 為 ！ ， 
and pro ject ing these to S^ we get V j^s . 
Now we consider the curve 7 二 {(0, cos 没’ sin 約 : 6 e [0,27rJ} in cut by 
the y - z plane. The first two projected vector fields jus t rotates 7，and hence 
does not change the length of 7. Moreover vanishes on 7 (and hence its 
pro ject ion) , whi le 2 ( 喊 + 悬 )，V ^喊 and v ^ z 悬 have no a;-direction, and hence 
thei r project ions do not move 7. We conclude that the average second variat ion 
is zero, agreeing w i t h our previously mentioned result. 
For the case tha t A = C (already done by Lawson and Simons), H and O the 
result is interesting: 
Theorem 14 In CP"； a rectifiable current S is stable if and only if S is complex 
that is, TxS is invariant under J for almost every x G S; 
/n MP"., S is stable if and only if S is quaternionic, that is, T^S is invariant 
zmofer the S、family of linear complex structures at x for almost every x G S; 
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In S is unstable unless S consists of points or S is itself. 
/n OP^, S is stable if and only if S is octonionic, that is, T^S is invariant 
under the S^-family of linear complex structures at x for almost every x e S. 
As in the case of CP" that complex cycles are algebraic, i t is known that 
the only quaternionic cycles in H P " are quaternionic linear subspaces, and the 
only octonionic cycles in OP^ are the octonionic linear subspaces. Stability is an 
extremely strong condit ion in these two circumstances! 
3.5 Future directions 
The result of Lawson and Simons provides a s imi lar i ty between the conformal 
geometry on S爪 and the complex geometry on CP" . Our result gives a uni-
fied t reatment f rom the viewpoint of Jordan algebra. This provides a hint on 
the reason behind the s imi lar i ty of conformal geometry and complex geometry. 
Moreover, our approach maybe helpful for generalizing other beaut i fu l results in 
complex geometry to quaternion and octonion geometry. 
The average second variation formula can be applied to Grassmannians as 
well. However the phenonmenon described in the main theorem does not hold for 
general Grassmannians. One can do similar calculations for second fundamental 
fo rm of Grassmannians, and apply the average second var iat ion formula (Theorem 
13) directly. Another approach is to rewri te our formula in terms of Lie bracket, 
which may provide an intr insic point of view. 
Concerning the phenomenon that var iat ional condi t ion implies absolute mini-
mal i ty , s imi lar si tuations occur in the case of Lagrangian in Calabi-Yau manifold. 
In tha t case i f the first var iat ion of the Lagrangian vanishes, meaning that the 
mean curvature vector field on the Lagrangian is zero, then the Lagrangian is 
cal ibrated, which is called a special Lagrangian, and hence i t achieves absolute 
m in ima l volume. I t is tempt ing to use mean curvature flow to search for special 
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Lagrangians. The difficulty lies in that the mean curvature vector field is only 
defined on the Lagrangian instead of the whole Calabi-Yau manifold, and i t is 
diff icult to ensure even short time existence of the flow. I t wi l l be delighting if 
there are some special minimizing global vector fields on a Calabi-Yau manifold, 
just as in the case of projective spaces. 
One may like to apply our results to other compact symmetric orbits, such as 
[/(n) c Mat(n x n,C). However, situation in other symmetric orbits is unlikely 
to be as good as in the case of projective spaces: In general they have frames 
w i th positive pointwise average second variation and frames wi th negative one. 
We cannot get sharp conclusions merely by trace of second variation in such 
circumstance. Other invariant polynomials of the second variation may also be 
further investigated. 
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